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Solutions of Kolmogorov’s forward and backward equations are obtained by 
considering a family of conditional expectations and the use of stochastic flows to 
justify differentiation in the time variable. 6 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Probabilistic solutions of the Cauchy problem for Kolmogorov’s forward 
and backward equations have been known for many years. In [S, 63 
Kunita uses stochastic flows associated with forward and backward 
stochastic differential equations to write down explicit forms of the solu- 
tions. In fact he uses both forms simultaneously, in that he requires the 
backward equation for the forward process to solve the Kolmogorov back- 
ward equation, and the forward equation for the backward process to solve 
the Kolmogorov forward equation. In this note we indicate how solutions 
of the Kolmogorov equations can be obtained directly by differentiation in 
the time variable of a family of conditional expectations. This is justified by 
differentiating inside the conditional expectation, using the properties of 
stochastic flows. Both the forward and backward Kolmogorov equations 
are considered. As noted in [3], the conditional expectation is a solution 
of Kolmogorov’s equation because the bounded variation term in its semi- 
martingale representation, using the Ito formula, is zero. 
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1. STOCHASTIC FLOWS 
Let w, = (w:, . . . . WY) be m-dimensional standard Brownian motion 
defined for all t > 0 on a fixed probability space (52, F, P). Write (Ft)tao for 
the right-continuous complete filtration generated by w. 
Suppose that we are given vector fields X,,, X,, . . . . X, on [0, co) x R” 
such that each Xi is three times continuously differentiable with all 
derivatives bounded. We can associate a stochastic flow with w and the Xi: 
THEOREM 1.1 [2]. There is a map 5: [0, a~)x[O, co)x[WdxQ-tdIW 
such that 
(i) for 0 <s 6 t and x E IWd, rSt(x) is the essentially unique solution of 
the stochastic differential equation 
d5s,t(x) = Jfo(t, <s,,(X)) dt + Xi(t, <s,,(X)) dwf (1.1) 
with t,,,(x) =x (we employ the Einstein summation convention when con- 
venient); 
(ii) for each s and t and almost all w, the map r,,,( .) has a version 
which is twice differentiable in x and continuous in s and t. The Jacobian 
D,, = ag,,,/ax is then a solution of the linearized equation 
dD,,=~(t,e,,,(x))D,.,dt+~(t,:,,(x))D,,dw~; (1.2) 
(iii) the second derivative a2<s,,/ax2 is well-defined for each x, s, t. 
Remark. The conditions we have imposed on the coefficients of (1.1) 
suffice to ensure that t,,, and D,, belong to LP(O) for all p>O. The 
arguments to establish appropriate estimates are standard applications of 
the Burkholder, Jensen, and Gronwall inequalities, similar to those in 
[l, 41. The conditions on the coefficients can be relaxed somewhat: those 
employed here are fixed in the interests of simplicity. 
Now restrict- attention for the remainder of this paper to the time 
interval [0, T], where T is a fixed finite positive number. Consider the 
trajectories with a fixed initial position x0 E Rd, and assume that we are 
given a function c(&~(x~)) of the final position at t = T. Assume further 
that c is three times continuously differentiable with bounded derivatives. 
Define the (F,)-martingale M = (M,). <, Q T by setting 
Mt = ECc(So,Axo)) I Ftl. 
It is shown in [3] that the uniqueness of the martingale representation 
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M, = M, + jh y,(s) dWi, where the integrands y,(s) are predictable pro- 
cesses, can be exploited to find an explicit expression for y,(s) and to solve 
the Cauchy problem: in fact, if we set x = t,Jx,) and write (as in Section 2 
below) M, = E,,[c(tJx))] = V(t, x), then it is shown that V is a solution 
of the backward parabolic differential equation 8 V/at + LV= 0, with final 
condition I’( T, uT) = c(x,), where L is the operator 
In [3] the Ito differention rule is applied to Q&)x) to yield these results. 
This requires the differentiability of V in t, which can be proved using 
Kunita’s results [6] on the reverse time stochastic differential equation for 
the reverse flow r^,,,( .). Our purpose in this note is to show that this can 
be avoided by a direct calculation of dV/c?t. This approach has the advan- 
tage that only the semigroup properties of the flow l,,, the Markov 
property, and the independence of Brownian increments are required for 
the proof. 
2. DIFFERENTIABILITY 
Because w,, = 0 for standard m-dimensional Brownian motion we observe 
that 
F,=a{w,:O<sQt} 
=F;=o{w,-w,:O<r&sQt}. 
More generally we shall write c = G{ w, - w,: u <s < t}. Therefore, if the 
initial condition x0 of the trajectory is known, by the Markov property and 
independence of future increments 
ECc(~cl,.M) I F,l = a-4so,Axo)) I Cl 
= ECc(~cl,.M) I xl 
=-4x L-c(~0,~(4)1 
= v(4 x), where x = t;0,,(x,). 
Now by the uniqueness of solutions of (l.l), and the semigroup 
property, 
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Therefore, 
V(4 xl = qxCc(~,,Ax))l 
= ECc(5,,Ax)) IF,l. (2.1) 
Write 
Differentiating (2.1) in x we see 
because the map x -+ t&x) is C2. 
We now wish to investigate the differentiability of V(t, x) in the t 
variable. Under strong enough conditions on the coefficients A’,, Xi this 
would follow as in [6] by considering the reverse time stochastic differen- 
tial equation for the reverse flow r,,,( .). However, we will give a direct 
proof. 
THEOREM 2.1. For any x E Rd, V( t, x) is continuously differentiable in t 
and 
+ i ? 
k.l=l j=l 
= LV(t, x), where & = a&, 
ProoJ: For a given x E Rd consider 
J’(t> x) = ECc(t,Ax))l. 
409/142/l-3 
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Using the mean value theorem, for h > 0, 
c(i”,-h,T(X))-c(51,r(X)) 
= c(51,T(5,- h,AX))) - 45,. T(X)) 
at, T =C:(r,,T(X))dX’cer-h.,(X)-X) 
+f f aka,(c(5,,.(.)))(~)(~:-h,l(X)--Xo(rm_h,r(X)-Xm), 
k.l= 1 
where (q-x( < 14,_Jx) - x)1 and x = (x1, . . . . xd), where x E Rd. 
Now 
Cl--h&)=x+ ’ I Jfdr, Sr-h,,b)) drr-h 
+r xi(r, tt-h,rb)) dw:> r-h 
so (<,- h,r(~~) -x is Fi- h measurable. For the given x, 5,. Jx) and at,, ,/ax 
are Fk measurable, so because the increments of Brownian motion are 
independent 
= o(h). 
Write 
+ i: a,a,(c(~,,.(.)))(x)(5’,-h,,(x)-x’) 
k,l= I 
x(~~-:_a,(X)-xXm)=S~fS~, say. 
(2.2) 
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Because the second derivatives of c are bounded, and because r and D 
belong to Lp(Q) for all p, 
= o(h) (2.3) 
because, as h -+ 0, (~Y’/dx’)(co c,,T)(q) - (d’/ax’)(co tr,T)(~), converges to 
zero a.s. and is bounded. Again, because Fieh and F$ are independent 
ECS21 = ; EC& ~,(cot,,~)(~)I E[(t:-h,,(x) - X’)(t:-h,r(X) - xm)l 
k,/= 1 
= o(h). (2.4) 
From (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4) dividing by h > 0 we have 
$nOhh-‘(I+h,x)-V(t,x)) 
= J’o(t, xl E 
%-, T 
ce(tt,Ax)) c 1 
+; i f $(t, x) x,!(t, x) E[ak a,(cott,T)(X)l~ 
k,l=l j=l 
This establishes the existence of the left-hand derivative of V at t. The 
existence of the right-hand derivative is proved by considering 
h-‘(V(t,x)- V(t+h,x)) 
=h-‘(E[C(t&))l -E[c(t,+h,Ttx))l) 
= h-‘(E[c(c r+h,T(tr,r+h(X)))l -E[c(t;t+h,T(x))l). 
Using the mean value theorem the limit as h + 0 is established as before, 
introducing terms similar to S1. 
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Therefore, - (8 V/at)( 1, x) exists and equals L V( t, x), 
COROLLARY 2.2. Recalling the operator 
r=x,(t,X);+; i f x;(t,x)x;(t,x)& 
&./=I j=l k I 
we see that V(t, x) = E[c(r, =(x0)) j Fy] is the solution of the backward 
Kolmogorov equation 
with terminal condition 
VT XT) = ~Cc(50,Axo)) I %I
= C(XT). 
Remark 2.3. The situation when the coeflicients A’, are not bounded can 
be treated by using stopping times. Equations of the form 
where C$ is a smooth, bounded function, can be treated by introducing a 
new coordinate gd+ ‘, where 
tr:‘,: ‘(x9 Y) = Y exp Jr 4(t, L(x)) dr s 
This is the Feynman-Kac form of the solution; see Kunita [S]. 
3. THE FORWARD EQUATION 
We again work on the time interval [0, T]. Recall the g-field 
Fk=c7{w,-w,:t<r<‘s<T}, 
and denote by {ti>}, 0 ,< t ,< T, the left-continuous complete hitration 
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generated by the FfT. Suppose f(y) is a continuous { I;;}-adapted process, 
that is, f(r) is Fl, measurable. Then the Ito backward integral 
is defined as the limit in probability of sums 
where t=t,,<tt,< ... < t, = T, and the limit is taken as 1 Al = 
max ( fk + 1 - tk 1 goes to zero. Kunita [5,6] then defines the backward 
stochastic differential equation 
(ir:, = -X0(x, [,) ds - Xj(s, f,) ciw$ 
For each r E [0, T] and x E Rd this has a solution [,,Ax) with terminal 
condition f, T(~) =x. We shall suppose the coefficient vector fields Xi, 
i = 0, . . . . m, satisfy the boundedness and smoothness conditions of Section 2. 
In fact [,, AX) is given by 
Clearly g,.(x) is a backward { Fkf semimartingale, with the time 
parameter t running from T to 0. The situation is the mirror image to that 
discussed in Sections 2 and 3, so there exists a map 
such that for t < I d T and x E Rd, t,,=(x) is the essentially unique solution 
of (3.1). Furthermore, f is twice differentiable in x; we shall write 
For a given terminal condition xT consider the backward solution L&.(x.) 
and the quantity c([~,~x,)), where c is a bounded, C3 function on Rd, with 
bounded derivatives. We now consider the backward martingale 
& = E[c(&3,T(xT)) 1 F;l. 
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By the Markov property this is equal to 
~C&l&T)) I xl, where x = [,r(xr) 
= -mLJ,t(4) I xl 
= r’c t, x), say. 
Because of the symmetrical nature of both the Markov property and the 
independence of Brownian increments, the analog of the argument in 
Section 2 for the forward flow applies to p(f, x) and shows that 
(Note that because time is now considered in a negative direction we 
consider 4fo,,+&)) - c(&. ,(x)) an so we obtain a@&, rather than the d 
- c?V/& of Theorem 2.1.) 
The initial condition for P is P(O, tO,(xT)) = c([,,,(x,)), i.e., 
P(O, x0) = c(x0). 
This discussion avoids the “forward equation” for the “backward 
process,” as used by Kunita [S]. 
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